
FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS & PACKING INFORMATION

ERGONOMIC MULTI-HOST WIRELESS 
GAMING CONTROLLER

The Storm Controller is Cooler Master‘s latest 
entry into the growing ecosystem of products 
that complement the ever-changing landscape 
of gaming on-the-go. As technology standards 
continue to evolve, peripherals are also adapting 
to the new technological challenges and
demands of the market. Gaming anywhere, at 
any time is more popular than ever, and the 
Storm Controller is the first entry of a new family 
of products from Cooler Master that aim to 
provide unique, innovative products that 
enhance your technological lifestyle.

• MULTI-DEVICE CONNECTIVITY
Pair up to four devices* and easily swap 
between them with a press of a button. Use 
the storm controller as your main gaming 
peripheral for your devices and enjoy the 
convenience of swapping between them 
seamlessly.
*one connection is reserved for an Android-based 
device only

• WIRED/WIRELESS CONNECTIVITY
With wired and wireless connectivity options, 
you’re free to use the controller in any 
situation you want. Enjoy the freedom and 
convenience of wireless with Bluetooth 
connectivity, and witch connections with the 
press of a button. Or instantly connect by 
using the wired mode and charge the 
controller at the same time through the USB-
C port. Battery life is stellar too with up to 40 
hours of battery life on a single charge.

• HAND-SCULPTED FORM FACTOR WITH 
ANTI-SLIP HALO TEXTURE
Ergonomics are incredibly important when it 
comes to gaming controllers, and the Storm 
Controller is specifically designed to fit your hand. 
With an emphasis on a hand-sculpted form factor, 
we've also included an anti-slip HALO texture to 
enhance comfort over long gaming sessions.

• HYBRID D-PAD
The storm controller comes equipped with a 
Hybrid D-PAD allowing for easy directional 
presses, but also making it easier to perform 
sweeps or diagonals in fighting games.

STORM CONTROLLER

Product Name Storm Controller

Product Number CMI-GSCX-**** (please see P2)

Color Black / White

Position Mainstream

Connectivity
Wireless (Bluetooth 5.0)
& Wired via USB-C

Wireless Range 10m

Battery Capacity 1000mAh

Battery Life 40 hours

Rumble Support
Haptic Feedback Dual
Motors

Size 160 x 105 x 61 mm

Support
Windows, iOS 15, & Android 
5.0 and above

Warranty 1 years

Others

EAN Code 4719512132739

UPC Code 884102105050

Net weight 220g

Package (L x W x H) 181 x 121 x 72 mm



COLOR VARIATIONS

Storm Controller Black

MODEL P/N Color EAN UPC
Storm Controller CMI-GSCX-BK1 Black 4719512132739 884102105050

Storm Controller CMI-GSCX-W1 White 4719512143780 884102116100

Storm Controller White


